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UUCB Closing/Locking Procedures 

Users of UUCB facilities are responsible for proper care and security of the building and its resources. 

The person who opens the building is responsible for either locking it or appointing a reliable, trained 

person to agree to assume that responsibility. All committee chairs, event organizers or last person 

leaving the building need to be aware of the proper locking procedures as detailed below: 

Check that there are no people left in the building and lock all the doors to all areas including: 

 Sanctuary – Includes: Sanctuary (including front area behind columns), Fellowship Hall, AV 

Room, Tiny Beginnings Room, May Sarton Room, Wendell Berry Room, kitchen. Also, fire exit 

door off the Sanctuary 

 Pennell Wing – Includes: Merrymeeting Bay Room (both sections) Nelson Mandela Room, 

Rachel Carson Room, Hildebrandt Room, kitchen, office area. Also the fire exit door by the 

Mandela Room 

 Four restrooms 

Locking the Internal Areas 

  Lock doors to all the rooms (see above list) except the May Sarton Room. Pull the door closed 

and check that the handle is secure (button on the inside handle is pressed in and outside 

handle does not turn) and the door is latched; rattle to double check. 

 Lock and latch the Exit doors in the Sanctuary (main exit) and Pennell Wing. 

 Switch off all lights including in restrooms; note that Sanctuary lights are in the AV Room. 

Closing Up the Entryway and Main Entrance, and Pennell Exit Door 

Most critical is locking the main entrance doors. This requires both using the keypad to be sure the LED 

at the top is Red and both doors are latched and secure. 

 At the Pennell Exit, check the outside door latch to be sure it is in the locked position, then close 

door and rattle to be sure the latch is secure. 

 Close and latch the double doors from the Sanctuary to the entryway. If the crash bar on the 

one door is “dogged down” you need a master key to release the bar. Rattle both doors to be 

sure they are secure. 

 Lock the door from the hallway to the entryway. 

 At the main entrance, release the crash bar from the right-hand door (facing out to the street) if 

it is “dogged down”.  

 Exit and close both doors behind you.  

 Set the code on the keypad. Wait the 5 seconds it takes for the door to lock. 

 Rattle the right door (facing in towards the entryway) to be sure the catch at the bottom of the 

door seats in its latch-hole. If the bottom of a door is too loose (obviously not seated) open the 

other door and manually jiggle the vertical bar to loosen it up so it falls down into place.  

 Close both doors and rattle them to be sure they are closed.                        THANK YOU! 

 

If a problem should arise please call for help or information: 

Maryli Tiemann – 729-5311  Mike Heath 449-7692  Pat Harris – 725-7772 


